[Fibroblast subpopulations: a developmental approach of skin physiology and ageing].
Skin is an organ whose function is far beyond a physical barrier between the inside and the outside of the body. Skin as the whole organism is subjected to ageing which concerns skin mostly in its dermal and deepest component which is also its matricial component. The dermis is a tissue rich in matricial elements and poor in cellular content and it is generally admitted that modifications occurring in the matrix are those which mostly contribute to skin ageing, by altering its biomechanical properties. Therefore it is common to address questions related to skin ageing by considering alterations in matrix molecules like collagen. Actually the dermis is a complex tissue both matricial and cellular and is divided between a superficial dermis close to epidermis and a deep dermis much thicker and histologically different. Several years ago we have undertaken investigations related to fibroblasts which are the cells responsible for the formation and maintenance of the dermis, aiming at isolation, culture and characterization of the fibroblasts from the superficial dermis also called papillary dermis and fibroblasts from the deep dermis also called reticular dermis. We were able to show that these fibroblasts in classical culture on plastic exhibit very different morphologies associated with different secretion properties and we have confirmed and expanded such observations revealing different phenotypes by incorporating these cells in reconstructed skin which allows the reproduction of a three-dimensional architecture recalling skin in vivo especially after grafting onto the nude mouse. We also raise the question of how these two dermal regions appear during the formation of the dermis and the question of their fate during ageing. Progress in solving these questions would certainly appear to be very useful for a better understanding of skin physiology and ageing and would hopefully provide new strategies in anti-ageing research.